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by Daniel Boyarin

What makes a “world religion”? In the case of
Judaism, the development of modes of prayer
and study enabled it to make the transition to a
“portable” religion after its two Temples were
destroyed in BCE?586 and 70 CE. One can be an
observant Jew anywhere (although a certain
minimum level of communal infrastructure
makes things easier).
At the same time, though, Judaism has always
maintained a degree of mourning for the time
when it was a local cult, founded on agriculture,
sacrifice and priestly rituals. This is why, to take
one example, the book of Lamentations is still
read on the fast day of Tisha B’Av, when the loss
of the Temple is commemorated.
So the Jewish condition of being uprooted and
dispersed, the “diaspora”, is, it appears at first, a
lacrimose one. Certainly, much of the force of
Zionism, even for its secular adherents, lies in
its attempt to recreate a Jewish homeland, a
negation of diaspora. Yet Daniel Boyarin shows
that there are also currents in Judaism that see
the condition of diaspora in a much more
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positive light. These currents run through the
pages of Judaism’s second most sacred text – the
Talmud.
Boyarin, an American-born Jewish scholar
whose immense learning coincides with political
radicalism (he rejects Zionism and has
pioneered “queer” readings of Jewish texts),
finds in the Talmud a “diaspora manifesto”. In
this tradition, the Jewish people are
characterised by a “double consciousness”: it is a
condition in which ideas, people and texts are
constantly travelling along complex global
networks; in which there is no privileged
“centre” that can authorise or limit what is
thinkable, writable, speakable.
Boyarin’s deep knowledge of Talmudic texts
enables him to make a strong case for the
ancient resonances of the contemporary sense of
diaspora. He focuses in particular on the
relationship between the two great centres of
Jewish learning that produced the intensive
debates that were redacted into the Talmud in
the first few centuries CE: Babylon and
Palestine. Babylonian rabbis explicitly rejected
any sense that by living outside the Holy Land
they were in any sense “lesser”. Even when the
Babylonian academies waned in influence in the
second millennia CE, new centres were
constantly being formed, new nodes in
constantly shifting diasporic networks. The
Talmud, Boyarin argues, is a Jewish “homeland”
that is constantly being renewed and reaffirmed
through its portability.
It’s an attractive vision. Boyarin’s book is a kind
of love letter to both the Jewish diasporic
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tradition and the Talmudic text that reproduces
that tradition. Whether this tradition can really
be said to outweigh Judaism’s emphasis on the
Holy Land, I’m not sure. Certainly, Boyarin’s
non-Zionism requires the diaspora tradition to
prevail, but it’s going to be hard to convince the
Zionist Jewish majority to follow his lead.
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